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HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT?

- Who am I?
- What is the purpose of my life?
- What makes me happy and satisfied?

MOST OF US COME UP WITH A REPLY

- I am a normal human being
- Purpose of my life is to make myself, my near & dear ones happy
- Achieving all materialistic goals & appreciation makes me happy

DO WE ACTUALLY FEEL HAPPY AFTER ACHIEVING ALL MATERIALISTIC 
GOALS?

IT’S A BIG NO! 

After achieving what we want, we experience momentary happiness & next
minute there is again a vacuum..... again want for something else...

All this leads to Stress, Disharmony, Unhappiness, Expectation, Disease..
How does one handle all this? Most of the experts tell us what our problem
is and suggest that we should behave in a specific manner. It becomes
practically impossible to get rid of any problem without knowing the root 
cause.
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VAISHWIK SIDDHA SADHANA

BY MAKING USE OF A VERY POWERFUL TOOL-

VAISHWIK SIDDHA SADHANA

We believe in getting to the root cause of your problem and 
              burning/ dissolving the problem completely

By practicing VSS, one can achieve Peace, Harmony, Security, Knowledge, Health, 
Prosperity...Abundance. 

Discover Yourself by Discovering Happiness

Every human being craves for success in life. We all struggle for a successful career, healthy 
relationship, achieving materialistic goals... Achieving & retaining success is possible only if our 
mind set is balanced. Every action is a result of some thought in our mind. Balanced thoughts 
lead to balanced mind-set resulting in right action. A person with balanced mind-set is successful 
& content throughout. Entire Universe is made of vibrations. All objects in this universe are 
vibrating at different frequencies. Since every thought is a vibration, we need to remain 
connected to the highest vibration constantly. VSS connects you to the highest vibration through 
various kriyas, meditations and divine songs. This helps in changing your mind-set at a very fast 
pace. Negative thought vibrations are transformed to positive, we gradually start remaining 
in witness mode throughout. It is very important to practice VSS meditation daily to raise our 
consciousness. This helps in dissolving all fears & insecurities, leading to peace, harmony, 
contentment, prosperity & good health.

 

Stable Mind,

(VSS)

HOW?HOW?
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WHAT IS VSS?

VSS is a very effective training module catering to the needs of individuals, institutions and 
organisations. It is a perfect blend of Spiritual, personal and professional lifestyle. By following 
this module a person can not only attain and sustain enlightenment but also achieve good health, 
wealth, peace and harmony. It is a powerful meditation, since this meditation is Vaishwik i.e. 
Universal, it can be done by any one from any religion/ caste or community. There are no rituals 
followed in this . The only purpose of this meditation is Self realization, Self enlightenment .

VSS helps an individual to connect to oneself and ultimately the divine light. It is a journey of 
soul towards attaining self realization. It helps you to unveil the infinite. It helps you to upgrade 
your life of a finite individual to infinite consciousness.

Practicing VSS regularly has following effects on a person’s mind-
CLEANSING          ENHANCING      STRENGTHENING          ACCELERATING

PRACTICING VSS RESULTS IN-
- Personality Development/ Stress Management
- Improving self confidence
- People & Relationship Management
- Cleansing of energy bodies, aura & chakras
- Burning previous karmas
- Self Realization

VSS  MODULE COMPRISES OF –
- Connecting an individual to highest vibrations and activating all the energy centers
- Healing
- Deep meditations for raising one’s consciousness
- Past life regression
- Various kriyas
- Divine songs
- Aura cleansing/ Chakra shuddhi
- Panchkosh shuddhi/ Nadi shuddhi

SPECIAL MEDITATION FOR CHILDREN
In order to make our foundation stronger, we must ensure that our children grow-up with a 
healthy and balanced mind. Due to growing competition and high expectations, they are facing
many mental as well as physical challenges. There are lot of distractions, making it very difficult
for them to concentrate & focus on studies. VSS meditation for children ensures that they learn
to concentrate. It also helps them to be at peace and improve their memory. They start excelling
in their studies and become more confident. 

RESEARCH
Scientific research is being conducted on the meditative experience of various VSS Sadhaks . 
Various laboratory tests are conducted on sadhaks before any VSS Shivir and same tests 
are done after the shivir. It is amazing to observe people with various health issues before 
the session experiencing profound state of well-being after completing the session.
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Shri Milind Deo, a descendent of Moraya Gosavi, is an engineer by qualification and a film maker 
by profession. Having deep knowledge of Vedas, Upanishads and many such books combined with 
deep meditations over a period of 25 years, he is blessed with divine energy which is passed to 
sadhaks through meditations & songs. His mission is to ensure that maximum people get the 
benefit of this divine energy and attain self-realisation. Many Individuals/ Organizations, under 
the guidance of Shri Milind Deo are practicing VSS on a daily basis and are experiencing 
miraculous changes in their lifestyles.

Apart from regular meditation sessions his mission is to work for social cause too. In order to help 
the needy, Siddha Charitable Trust has been formed by his initiative. It is a non-profit making 
organization which plans and executes different spiritual and social programs under his guidance. 
The main objective of the Trust is to reach maximum people and change whole era by spreading 
peace throughout the world.. 

SCOPE

Individual/ Institution/ Company
- Body, Mind and soul detoxification
- Mental Peace
- Concentration
- Memory
- Personality development
- Relationship management
- Stress crisis & time management
- Inculcating social values
 

NGO (Orphanages/ Schools for disabled / Underprivileged children/ Old age homes)
- Spiritual guidance helping individuals to remain in peace & harmony 
- Boost confidence
- Providing them with food & clothes
- Financial support for helping individuals to train themselves to develop some professional 
  skill-set &  make them independent.

 

VSS IS CONDUCTED UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF OUR 
             SPIRITUAL GURU SHRI. MILIND DEO. 
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EVENT GALLERY

            Lamp lighting ceremony                                                                 Divine chant CDs

                  Discover Yourself                                                        Session at school for blind girls

Spiritual discourse at old age home                                           Main Shiv hu - connecting to the divine
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EVENT GALLERY
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Session for employees of Chaitnya Software, Pune                       Session for mentally challenged at Navkshitij, Pune 

Session at Symbosis, Pune                                          Session for professionals at Courtyard Marriot, Pune

Session for individuals at Courtyard Marriot, Pune                                  Session for professionals at MCCIA, Pune



DIVINE COLLECTION
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GUIDELINES TO VSS SADHAKS

1)   Start your day with a s
2)   Practice gratitude, learn to thank the divine for everything you have got including your body 
      & the water inside your body
3)   Practice Pranayam, Umkar, Allaksha Niranjan Jap & VSS Meditation daily
4)   Practice Sadbhav, Be Unconditional, Analyze your Wants and needs
5)   Understand the concept of VSS clearly
7)   Practice empathy & not sympathy towards others 
8)   Don’t try to prove, but try to improve yourself
9)   Always ask yourself who u r and the purpose of your life
10) Learn to observe everything without absorbing anything

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

mile every morning 

Q) What is the actual meaning of meditation? Why do we need to meditate? Can we 
attain self- realization without meditating?

A) Human mind constantly thinks about something that has happened in the past or about what 
will happen in the future. These thoughts are either good or bad. Good thoughts lead to positive 
vibrations and bad thoughts lead to negative vibrations. It is human nature to feel worried & 
insecured about most of the things in life and generate negative vibrations. All this has an impact 
on your nervous system leading to ill- health and imbalanced mind-set. We are always either in
the past or in future. There is no peace as we either think about good memories of past and are 
unhappy that those days will never come back or think about all bad things that we have gone 
through. In both cases we are unhappy & are worried about the future most of the times. If we
learn to remain in the present we will become neutral and achieve thoughtless state. 
Meditation helps you to remain in the present. Meditation means being in a neutral state of mind 
and living only in the present . It doesn’t mean sitting with closed eyes with all kind of thoughts 
in your mind. It means one has to achieve & retain neutrality 24x7. One needs practice to achieve 
this, so it is very important to sit peacefully in a corner with closed eyes for some time and connect 
to your inner- self & divine. VSS connects you to the highest vibration automatically. You start 
becoming positive and then neutral at a very fast pace and learn to observe everything without 
absorbing. It gives CESA effect to your mind ie. Cleansing, Enhancing, Strengthening & accelerating 
the mind. Slowly all thoughts start disappearing and this helps you to remain in the present always. 
Since there are no thoughts there is no past and no future. It helps in dissolving all insecurities and 
helps in maintaining a balanced mind-set. You become more focused in life and start excelling in 
everything that you do. This leads to peace, harmony & contentment in your life. Meditating for 
some time can help you to remain in the same mode constantly. So it is very important to meditate. 
Without practice of meditation it is not possible to attain self-realisation.     

Q) Is it necessary for any individual to have a guru or guide in order to grow spiritually? 

A) In this world during our initial years we need to go to school/ college to gather knowledge. 
This can be done sitting at home by reading various books or guides. But still we prefer a proper 
school as we need an experienced person to teach us. There are lot of questions which need to be 
answered, we need guidance constantly. Similarly when you are on spiritual path you need a 
proper guide. This journey is very difficult without a Guru as we are always surrounded by illusion 
and there are chances of taking a wrong path without even knowing that it is wrong. A Guru 
always ensures that you remain on the right path. He is an assurance that what ever you do, he is 
always with you. 
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Q) What is VSS meditation? Do the sadhaks need to follow any rituals or religion while 
practicing VSS?

A)VSS meditation connects you to the highest vibration instantly & automatically. It helps you to 
raise your vibrations and make you neutral. It helps you to influence your surroundings positively. 
You are connected to the divine through some kriyas, chants and meditations. There are no rituals 
followed. There is no idol worship and no religion is preached. This meditation is for all the people 
across the globe.  

Q) In VSS do you conduct only meditations or do anything for social cause also?

A) Apart from regular meditation sessions at various locations, we work for social cause too. Our 
team visits various orphanages, old age homes, schools for disabled/ under- privileged children. 
Along with monetary help regular sessions are also conducted. 

Q) Do you have a proper team for arranging sessions and doing social activity? If yes 
what is the profile of your team members?

A) We have a team of professionals, homemakers, college students & retired people. They all are 
our sadhaks and happily volunteer all VSS activities and events. 

Q) Are you flexible in conducting your sessions anywhere across the globe or conduct 
only locally?

A) As mentioned by us earlier ,VSS is for people across the globe. There is no specific religion or 
any rituals followed. We have sadhaks at various locations who arrange for sessions from time to 
time. All these sessions are personally conducted by Shri. Milind Deo.

Q) How can an individual become a VSS sadhak?

A) To become a VSS sadhak an individual has to be initiated by Shri Milind Deo during his session. 
Regular sessions are conducted in Pune, India, atleast once a month for new sadhaks. The sadhak 
has to practice meditation everyday at home. He/ she can also attend group meditations 
conducted at various locations.

Q) Who can become a VSS volunteer?

A) Any VSS sadhak who believes in selfless service can become a VSS volunteer. We have 
different teams for managing different job profiles which can vary from managing data to
managing print and electronic media, visiting NGOs, institutions...
    

Q) Will VSS meditation change my lifestyle?

A) Yes VSS meditation will change your lifestyle positively if  practiced regularly. It will raise your 
level of consciousness, make you completely focused, build your vision and will take you beyond 
your 6th sense (intuition) developing 7th sense i.e wisdom. It will help you to balance your 
lifestyle in this world .Spiritually it will take you to a different dimension without disconnecting 
you from this world and its pleasures. 
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DR. KEDAR TAMBE
(SR. VICE PRESIDENT , HEALTHCARE IT CO.)
Dr. Kedar says “ Am attending VSS meditation and following all the 
guidelines since 1 year now. It has helped me in improving my
mental, physical, psychological, social, financial and  professional 
status. It changes the attitude of looking towards  life,people, problems 
to a lighter, positive side.It calmed me from my undue aspirations and
physical, mental turmoil.It has helped me in detoxification and cleansing 
of body, mind and soul.It has given me a new outlook to deal with 
people, problems, interpersonal interactions and communication”.

Please note that the meditations/ programs conducted by Siddha Charitable Trust are 
purely  experiential and  do not in any way propagate/ promote any particular religion 
and/ or philosophy/ belief system.

AMEY MOHONI
(INFOSYS LTD. U.S.A.  SAP CONSULTANT)
Wonderful experience of deep peace and relaxation through 
different meditation techniques. An experience of emptiness inside 
but at the same time much joy and completeness. VSS  is very 
powerful and has ability of positive transformation by removing deep 
seated emotional charges, inner clutter and at the same time brining 
more and more awareness. Sadhana is enhancing my inner abilities 
and bringing effortless improvements in  my life.

                          

SADHAK FEEDBACK

SMITA KULKARNI
(TEACHER- INDIA)
VSS Meditation has changed my lifestyle completely. After practicing the
sadhana for some time I realised the real meaning of life. I have started
experiencing peace most of the times. My relationship with everyone
has become very positive. I have become more focused. Since I am in a
teaching profession, it is very important that my mind-set remains 
balanced. VSS has ensured this. My students are enjoying this meditation 
and it is helping them to concentrate in studies and remain calm. This
meditation has helped them to channelize their energy. I have started 
enjoying my job even more now.  
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SIDDHA CHARITABLE TRUST, 215, KALE PLAZA, SHIVAJI NAGAR, PUNE, INDIA.
                             TEL: DEEPTI +65 83628134 (SINGAPORE), 
                            DR. KEDAR TAMBE (INDIA) +917588288062.

                                     E-mail: vssmeditation@gmail.com

ALAKSH NIRANJAN
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ALAKSH NIRANJAN
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